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Abstract
Fragile X syndrome is the major cause of
inherited mental retardation. The molecular basis for the expression of the fragile X phenotype is the expansion of an
unstable CGG repeat element which inhibits transcription ofthe FMR1 gene. The
fragile X syndrome shows great diversity
in its phenotype as well as in its cytogenetic
and molecular status. We have studied, in
a large fragile X family, the correlation
between the molecular data and the phenotypic expression of the syndrome. We report two brothers who carry identical
unmethylated premutated alleles but present different clinical phenotypes. We also
suggest that reductions in allele size from
one generation to another may be, as in
other diseases, because of triplet amplifications, more common at the FRAXA
locus than previously thought.
(3tMed Genet 1995;32:907-908)
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The molecular basis for the expression of the
fragile X phenotype is the expansion of an
unstable trinucleotide repeat element which
inhibits transcription of the FMR1 gene.'2 The
fragile X syndrome exhibits great diversity in
its phenotype as well as in its cytogenetic and
molecular expression. The elucidation of the
fragile X alteration has shown that both the
size of the trinucleotide (CGG) repeat segment
and the methylation status of the FMR1 gene
are likely to explain the severity"5 and the
variable phenotypic expression of fragile X syndrome.6 The spectrum of phenotypic expression is particularly poorly defined in non-

penetrant or normal transmitting males and in
carrier females.7 It has been recently shown
that the transcription of FMR1 genes with
CGG repeat length within the premutation
range is normal,8 suggesting that subjects with
the premutation should not express any of the
characteristics of the fragile X phenotype. We
present in this work a large fragile X gypsy
family in which two males carrying the same
premutation size have different phenotypes
(III-3 and III-4, fig 1). Medical histories, physical examinations, and psychological tests were
obtained for all members of the family. DNA
was isolated from peripheral blood samples
by the salt precipitation method.9 Restriction
enzyme polymorphism and methylation were
analysed as described previously.'0 PCR amplification of the CGG repeats at the FRAXA
site showed a fragment of 309 bp with an insert
of 29 CGG repeats.3 PCR products were analysed by both acrylamide and agarose gel
electrophoresis. Agarose gels were overloaded
in order to see the faint bands. A representative
6% denaturating acrylamide gel electrophoresis
of the CGG repeats is shown in fig 2. In the
third generation there were five brothers, one
of them with the full mutation, three with the
premutation, and one with the normal allele.
III-3 and III4 have an unmethylated premutation with alleles of 101 CGG repeats observed by PCR and Southern blotting (not
shown). The physical and psychological examination in most members of the family
showed the predicted correlation with the molecular data. However, III-4 showed some features of the fragile X phenotype, including
learning and emotional problems with psychotic behaviour and a physical appearance very
common in this syndrome, such as large ears,
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Figure 1 Pedigree of the family. The presence of the affected chromosome in the probands was identified by both linkage
analysis and the length of the CGG repeats. Open symbols indicate a normal genotype with a normal phenotype. Filled
symbols indicate a full mutation with the complete phenotype offragile X. Dots indicate carrier status. Hatched symbols
with a dot indicate carrier status with mild phenotypic expression.
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Instability of the CGG repeat at the FRAXA
locus and variable phenotypic expression in a
large fragile X pedigree
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shown). The methylation status was not clearly
established owing to an insufficient amount of
DNA obtained to do a double digestion. The
high variability of expression in the fragile X
syndrome with many different genotype/pheno*
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Figure 2 PCR study of CGG repeats in the family. The PCR products were sep Iarated
,1
on a 6% denaturating acrylamide gel electrophoresis and sized running in parallei 32p
labelled PBR322 MspI digested fragments. The lane numbers correspond to the foilowing
subjects in the pedigree: 1 (I l), 2 (II1I), 3 (II2), 4 (husband of III1I), 5 (III '1), 6
(III-S), 7 (III 8), 8 (III 3), 9 (III 4), 10 (III 2), 11 (III 6), 12 (III 7), 13 (iIV-3),
14 (IV2), 15 (IV1), 16 (IV4), 17 (IV6), 18 (wife of III2), and 19 (IV-5)

elongated face, and broad forehead. The .se wee
present in all the affected males of this family.
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phenotypic expression of the syndronie. For
III-4, the term "low expressing", sugge sted by
Loesch et al,7 could be more accurate t]hian the
classic "non-penetrant" or "normal transmitting males". It has been proposed t:hat the
broad spectrum of phenotypes in the fragile
X syndrome reflects low level mosaic -ism for
larger, methylated FMR1 alleles or moisaicism
in different tissues.8 In our fragile X family,
family,
leucocyte DNA showed a mosaic patt ern obonly
served by PCR and Southern blottirag only
in subjects carrying a full mutated a]llele. A
heterogeneous pattern of mutation b.ands in
comparisons between leucocytes and salival
epithelial cells has also been shown.1' To test
for possible mosaicism that could expllain the
partial fragile X phenotype in III-4, v e have
studied, in all the males of this family c-arrying
three
a premutation, the allele from DNA o)f three
different sources: blood (mesoderm), buccal
,odermA
cells (endoderm), and hair bulb (ect:oderm)
but no difference in size was found (res ;ults not
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type relationships1213 indicates that further investigations are needed in order to elucidate if
the partial expression of the fragile X syndrome
in III4 is because of the presence of the affected
chromosome or is simply a coincidence. It is
also worth noting that, in this family, in the
passage of the affected chromosome from the
second to the third generation the FMR1 allele
underwent small amplifications, full amplifications (methylated or unmethylated), and
a reduction in the allele size. Thus, retraction,
such as observed in III-2 and IV-5, is a feature
that, as in other diseases also resulting from
triplet amplification, may be more common at
the FRAXA locus than previously thought.
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